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Here I present the procedure for developing a princess line dress from the Basic Bodice Block. The
princess line introduces all the shaping needed for the bust into the seam running through the bust
point so that no additional bust darts are needed. It should be remembered that the Basic Bodice
Block is not really a finished pattern, but rather a kind of root template from which many different
patterns may be derived. This “how-to” gives one possible variant that can be constructed from the
Basic Bodice Block. As for all my “how tos”, there is lots of room for variation and I try to suggest
where these opportunities arise. Also, as indicated for the instructions on drafting the bra, you
should probably construct a muslin shell or toile before committing to using the final fabrics if this is
the first time you are using the Bodice Block. This procedure was developed using the following
two references as source material : Winifred Aldrich, Metric Pattern Cutting for Women’s Wear, 5th
ed., Blackwell Publishing: Oxford, 2008, 215 pp. Norma R. Hollen and Carolyn J. Kundel, Pattern
Making by the Flat-Pattern Method, 8th ed., Prentice-Hall Inc.: New Jersey, 356 pp.
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This is the Basic Bodice Block as developed in an earlier "how to". For the princess line dress, you
need the bust dart to be at the top as shown in this diagram. If it is not, you will have to swivel it
around until it is. Also, for the dress, you may need to remove the slight extension at the bottom
front of the Bodice Block, although this is not really necessary if the amount dropped was small
(e.g. 1 cm or 1/2" or less).

Step 2

Extend the sides of the bodice block downwards and square across, at the distance between waist
and hips. This forms the hip line of the dress to be constructed.Step 12



Step 3

Extend the sides downwards again, the length below the hips that you want to make the dress.
Typical distances might be the hips to ground distance, the hips to ankle distance, the hips to knee
distance or the hips to mid thigh distance - each of these leads to a very different look and effect of
the resulting dress. Here is the first major opportunity to introduce variation into the final pattern.
For the purposes of the example shown here, the dress falls to just above the knees.

Step 4

Extend the dart locations downwards. Note that the middle dart location is shifted slightly to the
right. Essentially, the middle line is the halfway point between centre back (CB) and centre front
(CF), whereas the old dart line was located at the dividing line between front and back sections,
slightly behind (to the left) of the midpoint. Step 33



Step 5

Complete the darts from the waist towards the hip. The two side darts drop to a few centimeters
(an inch or so) above the hip line, while the central dart drops to the hip line itself, but the
convergent point is around the new centre line, not the old one - hence the middle dart is slightly
tilted.

Step 6

Now, draw a line from the bust point to the midpoint of the front shoulder edge. Cut down along this
line and swivel the resulting pie-shaped piece of paper to the right, and tape it to the edge of the
old dart. By shifting this piece of paper to the right, we will have shifted the bust dart to the left (see
Figure 7). Step 54



Step 7

The result of shifting the shoulder piece across to the right - the dart has been swivelled to the left.

Step 8

Now drop the waist at the back by about 3 cm (1") - here it is shown slightly exagerated. The back
dart will need to be modified slightly to adjust for the new situation.
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Introduce a small amount of shaping into the back seam (about 1 cm or 2/5"). These small
adjustments increase the shaping given to the dress, resulting in a more fitted style.

Step 10

Remove about 2 cm from the back shoulder seam (3/4") and 1 cm from the front shoulder seam
(3/8"), reshaping the curve of the armscye using the French Curve (or sliding a dinner plate if you
don't have a French Curve).
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Now, you are going to cut along the section edges as indicated, and separate the pieces. Note that
the cutline at the top curves from the top of the back dart to the shoulder dart.

Step 12

We now have four separate pieces, as shown.

Step 13Step 117



For the purposes of the dress I have been working on, I wanted a straight neckline border rather
than a curved one (the modification on the right), and a straight cut to the top of the back piece,
lower down on the back. Clearly, this is another place for introducing a variation into the design of
the final dress.

Step 14

To introduce a moderate amount of flare, one cuts the paper pattern from the bottom to where the
hip line meets the edge and swivels these pieces out. The amount swivelled out determines the
amount of flare. Note that there are fourteen opportunities for introducing flare, since these pieces
are all doubled. Therefore even a small amount of flare introduced in any one seam will introduce
quite a lot of flare into the final garment. I've made two dress variants from this process, one with a
relatively modest amount of flare introduced by swiveling these pieces out about 2 to 3 cm (1" to
1-1/2"), and one introducing a great deal more flare (see next Figures 15 and 16).Step 138



Step 15

To introduce a lot of flare, the paper should be cut in two places, once as described in Step 14, and
a second time as shown here. The "pinch off point" where the cut jogs over to the edge of the
pattern piece can be placed higher or lower depending on how close one would like the flare to
begin with regard to the waist. The exact location at which the pattern is "slashed" (cut - "slashed"
is the technical term for this procedure) is not all that important. What matters is how much it is
swivelled (how much flare is introduced).

Step 16

This figure shows the slashing and swiveling activity for the moderate flare initially presented. Step 159



Step 17

If only 3 to 5 cm (1 to 1-1/2") is to be introduced at each seam, slashing and swiveling this piece
will be plenty and one can skip the next two steps (skip forward to step 20).

Step 18

This shows the larger piece slashed and swivelled - the larger piece includes the first swivelled
piece.
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After the larger piece has been swivelled and retaped.

Step 20

When all the flare has been added to each piece, they will usually need to be redrawn on a fresh
sheet of paper (I use one sheet for each pattern piece). The seam allowances can then be added
in, and notches at the waist and chest heights. Likewise, facings may also have to be made for the
top of the front and back bodice sections, and for the front and back sides near the top of the back
and front side panels (where the neckline and back neckline are found). If sleeves are to be
included, these should also be drafted and suitably adjusted. Finally, the bust point in the front side
panel should be rounded out very slightly so that this can be easily sewed. Here I have swivelled
one of the pieces so that they can all fit within a fabric layout. For a view of one variation of the
dress, see my creation here. For this creation, I raised the hem for the front panel only, and left the
length well below the knees. For another variation, I am finalizing a dress now and will post the
image shortly. In this second dress, the dress is a lot shorter (the hem is well above the knees),
and there is lots of flare.Step 1911



Step 21

This is the highly flared version of this dress I made, as an illustration. See also the other dress I
made as a second illustration. These two dresses are quite different in appearance (one is
sleeveless, the other not; one is short and flared, the other long and only lightly flared; etc) but are
made from the some underlying "pattern".
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